
I recently spent a week redoing my generator bay.  I managed to change almost all the old dry rotted 
insulation without pulling the generator out.  But, it was a challenge.

My brother-in-law was here for the holidays and I put him to work.  I took measurement and he took 
notes and made drawings of each piece we had to cut and put in.  That was really a lot of help.  I could 
measure as many as 4 pieces at a time.  We would then cut them and place them and then measure and 
cut the next section.

The insulation I used has a VERY Sticky glue on the back and I also used screws and large washers to 
hold up the pieces.  I am a little worried that the glue may prove to be an issue in the long run.  Time 
will tell.

From this web Site:
Soundproofcow.com

I ordered 6 sheets, and have 1 and half  sheets left over.  Not very good planning on my part.

Products ordered

SKU Product Item price Quantity Total

10210091

Quiet Barrier® Specialty Composite 
Options:

Size: 
48 in. x 54 in. sheet with PSA (covers 18 
sqft, total thickness approx. 1 ¼ inch)

$157.30  6 $943.80  

10100004-
q15

Hanger Pins 
Options:
Package: For a 48 in. x 96 in. product

$38.10  2 $76.20  

I also replaced all the rubber hoses that go between the radiator and the engine.

The long 8 foot by 1 ¼/ inch ID hoses come from:
http://www.goodyearrubberproducts.com/files/Thermoid/ThermoidIndustrialHose/ThermoidIndustrial
Hose1.Page042.asp

They did not have an exact match for the original, but they sent me a hose that seems to be as good if 
not better.  There part number is   “250-1146  1 ¼ inch hardwall”.
$4.62 a foot.

The rubber 90 degree hoses to make all the bends come from NAPA.

 I used some metal tape from Lowes to seal edges and make things better.
Shurtape AF100

These pictures show what it looked like before I started.

http://www.soundproofcow.com/
http://www.goodyearrubberproducts.com/files/Thermoid/ThermoidIndustrialHose/ThermoidIndustrialHose1.Page042.asp
http://www.goodyearrubberproducts.com/files/Thermoid/ThermoidIndustrialHose/ThermoidIndustrialHose1.Page042.asp
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Back left corner

This is what it looks like now.



Front view of radiator



Front view towards radiator
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Above radiator



Back left corner.

This is what you have to do to get behind the generator to remove and then replace the sound deadener.

It is a very tight spot.  My left shoulder is on the muffler, my legs are all curled up like a pretzel and 
there is not enough room for my head to be held up straight.  BUT, I do not have the tools or the place 
to remove the generator, so I had to do it this way.

There  are 2 fans in the gen bay.  A large fan is right behind the radiator to pull air thru the door and 
exhaust out the bottom.  A smaller fan is in the back right corner and sucks hot air from the top of the 
bay and exhausts out the bottom.



Big Fan



Smaller fan.


